Ruffled Feathers™
Bird Mite & Lice Spray

Directions: Shake well before using. Read entire label before using and use only in accordance with label instructions. Ready to use. Do not dilute.

Mite Removal on Bird:
1. Leave bird in cage, but remove all food and foodstuffs prior to application.
2. Hold bottle 12-18” away from bird, spray lightly using 3-4 sprays of product, ensuring all areas of the bird are covered. Avoid spraying directly on eyes or facial area.
3. Allow product to air dry before returning food and foodstuffs to the cage.

Mite Control for Cage:
1. Remove birds along with any food, water cups, toys etc.
2. Thoroughly spray the cage and infested areas.
3. Allow product to sit 3-5 minutes, then wipe cage down with a clean cloth.

To control Bird Lice and Mites, repeat no more than twice per week. Bird cages should be cleaned in hot water as part of a weekly regiment. If parasite infestation continues for a period of time we recommend taking your bird to a veterinarian.

Natural Chemistry L.P. represents that this product qualifies for exemption from registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). This product has not been registered by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
- Cinnamon Oil 0.05%
- Cottonseed Oil 0.05%
- Other Ingredients: 99.90%
- Water, Soap, Glycerin, Myristic Acid
Total 100.00%

HANDLING & STORAGE:
Handling: Use good industrial hygiene practices in handling this material. Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Wash thoroughly after handling.
Storage: Keep out of reach of children. Store in a closed container away from incompatible materials.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
FIRST AID:
Eye contact: Flush with cool water. Remove contact lenses, if applicable, and continue flushing. Obtain medical attention if irritation persists.
Skin contact: Flush with cool water. Wash with soap and water. Obtain medical attention if irritation persists.
Inhalation: If symptoms develop, move victim to fresh air. If symptoms persist, obtain medical attention.
Ingestion: Do not induce vomiting. Never give anything by mouth if victim is unconscious, or is convulsing. Obtain medical attention.

6. Removed precautionary statements as per CPSC

Front label changes:
1. Removed precautionary statement as CPSC review doesn't require it
   Keep out of reach of children
   Contact may cause eye and skin irritation

Back label changes:
1. Removed bullet points:
   - Kills lice & mites
   - Can be used on all birds
2. Re-worded directions:
   Previous:
   Leave birds in the cage. Remove food or foodstuffs from the cage. Spray directly on birds from a distance of 12 to 18 inches. Avoid the bird's eyes and face. Spray lightly using 3-4 bursts. For cage mite control, remove the birds, food and water cups, toys etc and spray the cage and infested areas thoroughly by holding the spray at least a foot from the surface using 5 or 6 bursts.
   Re-worded:
   Mite Removal on Bird:
   1. Leave bird in cage, but remove all food and foodstuffs prior to application.
   2. Hold bottle 12-18” away from bird, spray lightly using 3-4 sprays of product, ensuring all areas of the bird are covered. Avoid spraying directly on eyes or facial area.
   3. Allow product to air dry before returning food and foodstuffs to the cage.
Mite Control for Cage:
1. Remove birds along with any food, water cups, toys etc.
2. Thoroughly spray the cage and infested areas.
3. Allow product to sit 3-5 minutes, then wipe cage down with a clean cloth.